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VT HAM LICENCE CHALLENGE! 

The Vermont DMV has just begun issuing 899 new 

“HAM” plates.  A sample of the new plates is shown in 

the photo. From now through Labor Day, GMWS will 

ask you to QSL your photos of these “HAM” plates to 

gmws@w1ad.com.   

At the September meeting, the ham with the most 

entries (no repeats for each entrant) will be awarded 

a prize yet to be determined.  

What’s more impressive?  

 ……..See page #2 for Frank W1AD’s  Dayton HamVention report and pictures.  
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   A trip to this year’s DARA (Dayton Amateur Radio Association) Hamvention began with a 
beautiful early morning flight into Chicago, then a bite to eat and a  quick but bumpy flight to 
Dayton.  The Dayton airport is quite large, a sign of the previous grande economy in the area.  
Driving about on-half hour to my hotel, I quickly got on the road to the Wright-Patterson Air 
Force Base Museum.  I knew the Hamvention started the next day since most of the vehicles at 
the Museum parking lot had multiple antennas mounted everywhere you could imagine. If you 
have never visited this museum, it is a must.  There are many large hangars with every imagi-
nable aircraft including the immense B-52 bomber.  I found out that you can’t necessarily park 
in an empty spot, though.  The empty spot that I chose didn’t have white lines on either side so 
some Air Force MP decided that me and those parked around me should be cited for the traffic 

violation.  The fellow getting the car next to me crumpled it and tossed in on the ground! 
   The next morning I decided it wasn’t necessary to be first to the hamfest.   Now at the Greene County Fairgrounds 
in Xenia, Ohio, the ride from the hotel should have been about 20 minutes.  Instead, the influx of hams from far and 
wide created a huge traffic jam.  Some folks complained of a 2 hour wait.   The talk-in frequency on 146.94 was filled 
with chatter about the traffic and other items of interest.   There was a small police presence for traffic control, but 
eventually I was able to get to the site.   
   There was ample parking and it was obvious from the first moment that the venue was huge.  There were many 
large tents as well as permanent buildings.  Antennas were everywhere and the place was crowded with vendors and 
all sorts of ham merchandise.  One could not be disappointed with the items displayed.  There were also four large 
Forum rooms, the rooms that I went to were large and air conditioned.  The wide variety of topics were interesting.  
One forum described balloon launching and tracking, another described the Mesh network in San Diego County, Cali-
fornia.  This 3 GHz network allows the hams deployed to various public service and disaster events 
the ability to communicate seamlessly with encrypted channels.  There were many other forums with 
loads of information and technical ideas.   
   The flea market filled the entire oval and perimeter of the Fairgrounds race track with overflow into 
surrounding areas.  I met our GMWS member, Brian, WA1ZMS who brought some of his surplus 
equipment for sale.  We had an enjoyable time visiting and talking with other hams.  
   While there was some rainy weather, it didn’t dampen the spirits.  There were many food vendors 

and being in the mid-west was evident by the amount of pork, pork chops, BBQ ribs even the 
“Squealin’ Tater,” baked potato filled with butter, sour cream, cheese and pulled pork.  The mood was festive 
and worthy of over 30,000 folks getting together to share the hobby they love.   
   The DARA group did an excellent job putting this together and many congratulations go to them and all that 
helped out.  There are two videos one fellow ham posted on you tube that give a great tour of the event and 
I have shared the links with those that are on our email list. Submitted by  Frank W1AD 

Hamvention Report 

On June 1st, a small but surprisingly active sunspot rotated over the sun's east-
ern limb. In less than 24 hours, it has unleashed nearly a dozen C-class solar flares and hurled a 
pair of CMEs into space--an impressive display of fireworks. So far, none of the explosions have 
targeted Earth, but this could change in the days ahead as the active region rotates toward our 

planet. Visit Spaceweather.com for more information and updates.  

ACTIVE SUNSPOT: JUNE 1  

A glimpse at this years Field Day Logo  
This year’s FD Logo is  indeed very eye appealing. You can shop for ARRL FD gear at:  

http://www.arrl.org/nladclick.php?n=cu&i=2017-05-31&t=r&p=0 

http://Spaceweather.us11.list-manage1.com/track/click?u=0c5fce34d5ca05f64a13d085d&id=2251036010&e=b80677ca0a
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Prez Sez Tim WA1VT          

Hi all, I am stepping down as President. I have enjoyed  my time as President and wish to thank 

all who helped me over the years. It's time for some new leadership. My best wishes to Forest, 

N1BBQ, our newly elected President. Caid, W1CX, continues as club Secretary and Sam, W1IBR, as Vice 

President. I have enjoyed working with you both and appreciate all of your help and support. We are still 

searching for a new Treasurer. 

A special thank you to Ann Mary, AB1CH, for her dedication to editing and publishing Key Klicks.   

Field Day is the last full weekend of the month. It's a weekend of fun and fellowship for all. Friday, June 

23rd, at noon we will gather for lunch, at Seward's, North Main Street, Rutland. From there we head to the 

Rutland High School football field press box for setup. We operate Saturday June 24 starting at 1800 UTC 

running through 2059 UTC Sunday June 25. There will be a 10-AM VE session Saturday. Please contact me 

so I can plan effectively. Thanks again to all the members and friends of GMWS. We are a great club. Tim. 

JUNE JULY 2017 GMWS ARES NET CONTROL SCHEDULE: 
The GMWS ARES Net is held Monday evenings starting at 7:30 PM on the 147.045 repeater (+/- 

600 kHz, PL=100Hz). Please check the schedule to see if a given net is for training, or “rag chew.” 
Note you can also find the complete ARES Net Control Schedule on the GMWS web site at  

www.gmws.net., use the ARES link in the “Upcoming Events and Amateur News” section of the 
home page. It is possible that the schedule will change, so check the web site often for updates. 

AS ALWAYS, WE  NEED VOLUNTEERS TO HELP RUN THE  WEEEKLY NETS. It is recognized that people are very busy these days 
and cannot  always  commit to appointments weeks ahead. This is not a problem for our NC volunteers. Currently we have an 
amiable group and just because it looks like we are tied to this schedule, actually if someone cannot make their appointed  place 
in the rotation, one of the other NC Op’s are able to cover. Our tradition dictates if I cover for you, you take my next rotation. 
This too is not written in stone. Heck, I bet you could even swap your turn at NC for an ice-cream cone! SWEET!!! Ed: AB1CH 

JUL  03 ANN MARY AB1CH RC 

JUL 10 SAM W1IBR TR 

JUL 17 STEVE  W1SFR RC 

JUL 24 ANN MARY AB1CH TR 

JUL 31 STEVE W1SFR RC 

JUN 05 SAM W1IBR RC 

JUN  12 STEVE W1SFR TR 

JUN 19 ANN MARY AB1CH RC 

JUN 26 STEVE W1SFR TR 

Look At it This Way….  .  .-..  .--.  

Kenwood TH-K20A 2m HT  $90.00 
Excellent 

RT Systems USB K4-Y USB programming cable for TH-K20A included 

MFJ MFJ-1866 Discone Antenna (25-1300 MHz) $25.00 Unused 

Radiowavz 10-DP11 10m Dipole (~17-ft long) $20.00 Brand-new 

Pete tells us that this radio is very nice. It has an antenna you can use to extend the range. Use it 

as your house radio base-station.  It should have local frequencies programmed but the pro-

graming cable will alow you to customize this radio to suit your own interests. Great deal for 

new hams. Please contact Pete, NJ2VT at: pwgalligan@gmail.com 

Radios and Ham Gear For sale 
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   Green Mountain Wireless Society Minutes 

9-May-2017 Regular meeting minutes  

 Meeting called to order at 18:59 with 19 members. Pledge of allegiance and introductions around the room  

- Motion to approve minutes as printed in Key Klicks. Moved and seconded, Approved. 

  - Reports: President: Tim WA1VT, see elsewhere; VP: Sam W1IBR, NR; Secretary: Caid W1CX, NR; Treas: Forrest N1BBQ, We are 

solvent 

 - 2017 Elections: President Forest N1BBQ; Sam W1IBR remains Vice President; Caid W1CX remains secretary 

 Treasurer remains open and will be addressed at the next meting  

 - Girls on the run is Saturday May 13th at the fairgrounds in Rutland. 10 am start. Breakfast at Denny’s at 7:30 before setup. 

 - Bill Jalbert, N1NPQ will give a presentation at the July meeting  

There will be an VE session at 10 am on Saturday June 24th before Field Day starts. 

The Field Day list was gone over and a motion to give Ben N1UKK $ for food was moved and seconded. Dave KB1WIO, Bradley 

KC1DKP, and Caid W1CX will stay over Friday night to guard the equipment. 

Field Day is June 24th-25th set up Friday the 23rd and we will meet at Seward's at noon for our strategy meeting of Friday. 

  Meeting adjourned at 19:37 

Respectfully submitted my GMWS secretary Caid W1CX 

   Very few people have images from the edge of space in their personal photo albums--snapshots in which a hazy 
blue atmosphere hugs the curve of our planet against a backdrop of the black abyss beyond. But of those who do, 
many are amateurs, average people, taking regular trips deep into the stratosphere and peering out from the edge of 
Earth. Their hobby, high altitude ballooning has been called the "poor man's space program," because they are prob-
ing an environment more similar to that found on Mars than to any down here on Earth. 
What is nearspace? 
   Near space is that region of the atmosphere above 60,000 feet but below the accepted altitude of space, 328,000 
feet. These altitudes make near space far more like earth orbit than the surface of the earth. Air pressure in near 
space reaches 99% of a vacuum or better. Air temperatures drop to a low of -60 degrees F or colder. Cosmic radiation 
is over 100 times greater than at sea level. Near space is located within the ozone layer and therefore is an environ-
ment of increased damaging ultraviolet radiation. Near space is reached by helium or hydrogen-filled weather bal-
loons. Since it is far less expensive to send payloads into near space than earth orbit, organizations like NASA will 
send new designs into near space first, as a test. See link www.arhab.org 
On the Wikipedia URL; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-altitude_balloon#Amateur_High_Altitude_Ballooning   
they report, “High-altitude balloons are unmanned balloons, usually filled with helium or hydrogen and rare-
ly methane, that are released into the stratosphere, generally attaining between 18,000 to 37,000 metres (59,000 to 
121,000 ft; 11 to 23 mi). In 2002, a balloon named BU60-1 attained 53.0 km (32.9 mi; 173,900 ft).[1]The most com-
mon type of high-altitude balloons are weather balloons. Other purposes include use as a platform for experiments in 
the upper atmosphere. Modern balloons generally contain electronic equipment such as radio transmitters, cameras, 
or satellite navigation systems, such as GPS receivers. These balloons are launched into what is termed "near 
space"—- the area of Earth's atmosphere where there is very little air, but where the remaining amount generates 
too much drag for satellites to remain in orbit. Due to the low cost of GPS 

amateur radio high altitude ballooning (arhab)  

Amateur Radio High Altitude Ballooning is the premier site for near space explorers and enthusiasts 

dedicated to the education and study of aerospace science via Amateur Radio High Altitude Balloon-

ing. More information is available on wikipedia at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ARHAB. There are no 

membership requirements short of an interest in becoming an aeronaut and a willingness to share 

your experiences with us. www.arhab.org/ 

Continued on pg #7 High Altitude Balloon 
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LobsterCon2017! 

Lobstercon2017! campground reservations have now been confirmed! We will be gathering at 

Thomas Point Beach & Campground, Brunswick ME, on the weekend of July 7, 8 & 9 2017. 

   New England’s premiere QRP gathering – a weekend of QRP camping, BBQ eating, operating, so-

cializing, lobster eating, giant kite flying, prize winning, all round great QRP time. A $40.00 registra-

tion fee gets you wake-up coffee & donuts (if you wake up early enough) and 2 GIANT meals on 

Saturday: a BBQ lunch and FRESH Maine lobster dinner. Lobstercon lobsters are so fresh they are guaranteed to pinch you be-

fore they go into the pot (but we keep the rubber bands on 'em for your safety & protection) See past pictures @ 

www.newenglandqrp.org 

   Fill out the PDF or WORD Registration form and send it back to QRPme, via Email or snail mail, to hold your spot at the lobster 

feast. Use PayPal, check or money order to complete the registration. See registration form for details. 

   Registration is $40 per person for all meals & activities on Saturday. Camping is additional and reservations should be made 

through Thomas Point Beach & Campground. Don't forget to tell the Thomas Point Beach people that you are with the crazy 

radio gang...Camping fees are $8 per person/night. 

(Ed Note: This is a fun outing Bert W1FDU  and his wife attended yearly., they always talked of having such fun. Is anyone inter-

ested in attending? Contact me AB1CH@nfmra.org) 

ONLY 6 MONTHS!!Kiernan is al-

ready makin’ her holiday list! 

A transatlantic telegraph cable is an undersea cable running un-
der the Atlantic Ocean used for telegraph communications. The 
first was laid across the floor of the Atlantic from Telegraph Field, 
Foilhommerum Bay, Valentia Island in western Ireland to Heart's 
Content in eastern Newfoundland.  
William Cooke and Charles Wheatstone introduced their working 
telegraph in 1839. As early as 1840 Samuel F B Morse proclaimed 
his faith in the idea of a submarine line across the Atlantic Ocean. 
By 1850 a cable was run between England and France. 

First Trans Atlantic Cable 

Contesting is one of the great activities 

of Amateur Radio. It boosts your tech-

nical knowledge and improves your  

radio operating skills—helping make 

you a better Amateur. Check out the 19 

annual contests sponsored by ARRL. 

See: http://www.arrl.org/contests  

for more information about forums, 

sharing your experience and more. 

Contests &  

Radiosport 

Space Weather News for June 6, 2017 DAYTIME METEOR SHOWER: 

This week, Earth is passing through a stream of dusty debris from ... where? No 

one knows for sure. The encounter is causing a daytime meteor shower as meteor-

oids hit the top of Earth's atmosphere traveling 39 km/s (87,000 mph). A meteor 

radar in Canada is tracking strong activity in the constellation Aries not far from the 

sun. The display is mostly invisible to the human eye--but not entirely. It may be 

possible to see some of these strange meteors during a narrow window of dark-

ness before sunrise, especially on June 7th when the shower is expected to peak. 

Check today's edition of Spaceweather.com for radar maps and observing tips.  

http://spaceweather.com 

http://www.lobstercon.me/
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TEN YEARS AGO AT GREEN MOUNTAIN WIRELESS     
 

   In 2007 Gary W1ECH guided us toward Field Day with his checklist.  For those new to ham radio, to GMWS, or 

to ARRL Field Day we come out, participate, and turn new experiences into new skills.  Learning the timing and 

skills in making contacts grows on you as you assist by logging with an operator.  In the wee hours, you get tired, frustrated, 

go visit the rest room, and then go back to try again to create a pile- up.  You can try getting into a pile-up too.  You can be-

come your own self-evaluator. 

   There will be new stories made and told.  Again, Gary has, for CW, an automatic CQ caller at the touch of a button, other 

operators out there use a code readers to read the response, press another button to send the preprogrammed N1VT re-

sponse to them. And then out comes the pencil to log this contact.  Nice part is that CW contacts get 2 points; phone con-

tacts get 1 point at Field Day.  

   In 2007 “On the light side” in KK had a balding man (older) with a black necktie and a double breasted jacket telling a 

younger man (full head of hair), no jacket, necktie, and rolled up shirt sleeves looking at a computer work station, older com-

puter, and telephone with a land line.  Supervisor says, “We’re going to increase our computer efficiency by replacing the 

part that occupies that chair.” 

   Now as then, if you know of new hams, invite them to come and learn by doing with one-on-one instruction at Field Day 

2017.  Compiled by Jeff Freeman N1YTY  

 QSL CARDS & tra·di·tion -- trəˈdiSH(ə)n/ noun 

   "Tradition" is the opening number for the Broadway musical Fiddler on the Roof. We find traditions and 
customs intertwined all throughout life and it is often difficult to know where one starts and the other ends. 
   I am not sure if it is a ham radio tradition, but as a club we have the custom of leaving QSL cards at funerals 
or memorial services of ham friends who have died. In my memory, it is, “Just something we do!”   
   As a new ham, I remember scrambling with a free QSL Card program online the night before such an occasions so that I would 
have something with my call sign, etc. to leave in memory. Family members report how much they enjoy our heartfelt offering in 
memory of the ham whom we have honored. In the weeks after their loss, they are appreciative and maybe a little thrilled with 
the QSL Cards. While not all family members are involved directly in the hobby, surely they have listen to many conversations over 
the radio as the family motored along the highways. They have felt the comfort and friendships their loved ones maintained, albe-
it mostly over the airwaves.  
   Again as mentioned in previous articles, I will repeat; even if you don’t do contesting or can only to work 2 meters-mobile, every 
ham should have at least a few QSL cards handy. After acquiring some you will be pleasantly surprised at the ways in which you 
will find to use them. Always keep a few in the glovebox or briefcase, stored in a plastic-baggie, I guarantee you will be glad you 
did. Let me know how you have used QSL cards or those special cards that bring a smile to you whenever you come across them. 
Thanks for listening. Ed. Ann Mary AB1CH 

REMINDER -- When preparing for an exam, be sure you are studying the current question pool. 
Summer is here and the roads  are good (well, most of the pot holes have been filled! ) it is a great time to advance in your Ham 
Radio License class. I found it fun to visit other clubs and their VE-sessions. I even camped near Cooperstown NY one weekend 
while on the trail for a higher license. Maybe even a little of the pressure was off when testing with people I did not know. I do be-
lieve it helped with my CW exam which was required a while ago.  I credit much of my study success to web sites like QRL.com. 
With their tests if you make a mistake, you can go back and correct it immediately to reinforce seeing the correct answer with the 
question. But it will not change your score at the end of the session giving you a good measure of your knowledge. Ed: AB1CH 

*Technician Class (Element 2) question pool has been in effect since July 1, 2014, and will be valid until June 30, 2018. 

**General Class (Element 3) question pool has been in effect since July 1, 2015, and will be valid until June 30, 2019.  

***Amateur Extra Class (Element 4) question pool has been in effect since July 1, 2016, and will be valid until JUNE 30, 2020.  

STUDY SMART AND EXCEL! 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fiddler_on_the_Roof
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   On May 24, 1844, a seismic breakthrough occurred: the first telegraphic message was transmitted between 

cities. People in two separate and distant geographic locations could instantly communicate with each other! 

What was that first message? "What hath God wrought!" (Ref: Numbers 23:23) This particular scientific break-

through came at the hands of dedicated inventor Samuel F. B. Morse. Morse (developer of the famous Morse 

Code) was also a celebrated painter, and while painting a portrait in Washington, D.C. in 1825, he received word 

that his wife in New England was seriously ill. He quickly returned home but found his wife had not only died but 

had already been buried.   

   Frustrated at the length of time it had taken the message to reach him, he sought a better and faster method of long distance 

communication. Morse initially developed a single strand telegraph which could transmit messages only over a short distance. He 

continued to perfect his invention until finally developing a means of transmitting magnetic signals over long distances. 

Morse demonstrated his invention at the U. S. Capitol, and in 1843 Congress appropriated money to construct a telegraph line 
between the Capitol and Baltimore. That first telegraphic message (pictured above) from Exodus 23 was sent from the basement 
of the U.S. Capitol the following year. (That message had been suggested by the daughter of a friend.) 
   The use of Morse's telegraphic invention grew rapidly and expanded not only across America but also the globe. After the laying 
of a trans-Atlantic telegraph cable.) Today we enjoy the modern technological blessings that sprang from what Christian inventor 
Samuel F. B. Morse began on May 24, 1844.  
Many years later, looking back over that invention, Morse reflected: If not a sparrow falls to the ground without a definite pur-

pose in the plans of infinite wisdom [Matthew 10:29], can the creation of the instrumentality so vitally affecting the interests of 
the whole human race have an origin less humble than the Father of every good and perfect gift [James 1:17]? . . . I use the words 
of inspiration in ascribing honor and praise to Him to Whom first of all and most of all it is pre-eminently due. “Not unto us, not 

unto us, but to God be all the glory” [Psalm 115:1]. Not what hath man, but “What hath God wrought!” [Exodus 23:23]  (You can 
read more about Samuel F. B. Morse's invention in the Numbers 23 article in The Founders Bible.)  
Submitted by Rich WB2RUM 

The First Telegraph Message 

and communications equipment, high-altitude ballooning is a popular 
hobby, with organizations such as UKHAS assisting the development of payloads.[2][3] 
   The first hydrogen balloon In France during 1783, the first public experiment with hydrogen-filled balloons in-
volved Jacques Charles, a French professor of physics, and the Robert brothers, renowned constructors of physics 
instruments. Charles provided large quantities of hydrogen, which had only been produced in small quantities previ-
ously, by mixing 540 kg (1,190 lb) of iron and 270 kg (600 lb) of sulfuric acid. The balloon, called Charlière, took 5 days 
to fill and was launched from Champ de Mars in Paris where 300,000 people gathered to watch the spectacle. The 
balloon was launched and rose through the clouds. The expansion of the gas caused the balloon to tear and it de-
scended 45 minutes later 20 km (12 mi) away from Paris.[4] High-altitude balloons are often flown by students and 
by amateur groups to altitudes on the order of 30,000 m (98,000 ft) for both scientific and educa-
tional purposes,[2][3][8][9] and have become popular among educational institutions and enthusiasts 
as they do not require many resources for conducting launch.[10]  
Amateur radio high-altitude ballooning Testing radio range is often a large component to 
these hobbies. Amateur radio is often used with packet radio to communicate with 
1200 baud using a system called Automatic Packet Reporting System back to the ground station. 
Smaller packages called micro or sometimes pico trackers are also built and run under smaller 
balloons. These smaller trackers have used Morse code, Field Hell and RTTY to transmit their lo-
cations and other data.[11] The first recorded amateur radio high-altitude balloon launches are rec-
orded to have taken place in Finland by the Ilmari program on May 28, 1967, and in Germany in 
1964.[12] 
 Ed note: I hope the links in this article continue to work after delivery to you. I have to type the key combo of ‘Ctrl 
while left clicking the mouse. If not, all ref links and more info can be found at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-
altitude_balloon#Amateur_High_Altitude_Ballooning 

Continued from pg #4 High Altitude Ballooning  

http://links.emagnify.com/c/1zxPa3D5NTzQlBptVCgE45IKW6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-altitude_balloon#cite_note-boing-boing-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-altitude_balloon#cite_note-McDermott-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-altitude_balloon#cite_note-8
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-altitude_balloon#cite_note-9
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-altitude_balloon#cite_note-10
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amateur_radio
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baud
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automatic_Packet_Reporting_System
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morse_code
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hellschreiber
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radioteletype
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-altitude_balloon#cite_note-11
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-altitude_balloon#cite_note-12
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QRP Notice:  

             LobsterCon 

  

 

 

PO BOX 84 

Rutland VT 05702 

 

July 2017 
8-9   IARU HF World 
Championship 

August 2017 
5-6  222 MHz and Up Dis-
tance Contest 
19-20    10 GHz & Up – 
Round 1 
20 Rookie Roundup – 
RTTY 

Mark Your Calendar ~Nets: 
EVERY MONDAY:  
GMWS/ARES NET, 147.045, 7:30 PM  
GMWS/W1AD 10M NET 28.333 8PM(BANDS PERMITTING) 

EVERY DAY:  
VERMONT PHONE TRAFFIC NET, 3857 MHZ, 7:30 PM 
VT/NH TRAFFIC NET, 3539, 7:00 PM 
NEW ENGLAND PHONE NET, 3955 6:30 AM 
  
EVERY SUNDAY:  
VERMONT PHONE EMERGENCY NET, 3976, 8:00 AM 
ACARA ROUNDTABLE 147.36 (100 HZ) 8:00 PM 

(ALL TIMES ARE LOCAL) 
 
UPCOMING VE SESSIONS:  
BURLINGTON AREA VE  RALPH KD1R 802-878-6454 
24JUN @ 10AM GMWS FDSITE RHS, OFF STRATTON RD  

 
NEXT REGULAR GMWS MEETING  TUESDAY JUNE 13 

RUTLAND POLICE COMMUNITY ROOM 108 WALES ST. 
 
UPCOMMING CONTESTS JULY & AUGUST 

KEY KLIX: The Monthly Publication of the GREEN MOUNTAIN WIRELESS SOCIETY JUNE 2017 
On the Web at:  www.gmws.net 

Muchas gracias a los contribuyentes de este mes (and behind 

the scenes help): Frank W1AD; Caid W1CZ; Nancee KB1MCB; 

Rich WB2RUM; Tim WA1VT, Forest N1BBQ; 

Happy Father’s Day to all         

Of Our Dad’s 

     June 18 

July  7-9 see page # 5 

Field Day Is 

June 24-25 

2017 ARRL  

http://www.arrl.org/iaru-hf-championship
http://www.arrl.org/iaru-hf-championship
http://www.arrl.org/222-mhz-and-up-distance-contest
http://www.arrl.org/222-mhz-and-up-distance-contest
http://www.arrl.org/10-ghz-up
http://www.arrl.org/10-ghz-up
http://www.arrl.org/rookie-roundup
http://www.arrl.org/rookie-roundup
http://www.gmws.net
http://www.lobstercon.me/

